Maximo® Functional Review (MFR)





Are you disappointed with your maintenance teams and/or asset performance?
Are you wondering if you are getting the most out of your Maximo implementation?
Are you planning an upgrade and want to leverage the functionality of Maximo 7.1 to the fullest?
Do you think a Maximo add-on or Industry Solution is in your future??

TRM’s Maximo Functional Review (MFR) helps answer these questions by inspecting your organization in the
following areas:

Process

Maintenance, asset, and supply chain management
processes alignment
Regulation Compliance
Regulation Reporting
Maintenance Costs
Reactive vs. Proactive vs. Predictive Maintenance
Operating with Smaller Maintenance Budgets
Pre-mature Asset Failures
Asset Failure Diagnosis
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Products/Technology

Maximo Upgrade Planning
Maximo Performance
Maximo Integration
Maximo Data Integrity
Maximo Security
Maximo Administration
Maximo Reporting
Maximo Add-on Product and/or Industry Solution
Implementation

People

End-User Maximo Training
End-User Acceptance of Maximo
Maximo End-User Experience
Maintenance, asset, and supply chain management
organization structure

Partners/Suppliers

Realize Service Provider Value
Eliminate Service Provider Performance Issues
Establish Service Level Agreements

To address these areas in your organization, contact
TRM to schedule your MFR.
The successful use of Enterprise Asset Management
systems requires information to be used in a
structured way that will improve organizational
performance. TRM offers realistic and workable
solutions based on experience, knowledge of the
industry, and Maximo functionality. TRM consultants
work closely with the end users and help them use
Maximo in a way that will support improved asset
management across the enterprise.
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Total Resource Management (TRM) is focused on
improving the asset and operational performance of
organizations through the effective use of information
technologies. TRM is an IBM Premier Business
Partner with over fifteen years; experience delivering
asset and service management solutions based upon
IBM Maximo. TRM supports clients across a wide
range of industries, including government, defense,
cities, facilities, energy, utilities, transportation and
life sciences. TRM is based in Alexandria, Virginia
and has business centers across the U.S. For more
information, visit www.trmnet.com or call 703-5484285.
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